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Abstract—This paper deals with the influence of bubbles in
insulating liquids (e.g. transformer oil) and their role in liquid
breakdown. Bubbles play a deleterious role in the dielectric
strength of insulating liquids. Depending on their shape and
localized electric field, bubbles may significantly lower the
dielectric strength of an insulating liquid. The present paper
offers a short review –albeit incomplete– on the role of bubbles
and tries to elucidate their relation to the total breakdown of
dielectric liquids. It also proposes some further fields of research.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Insulating liquids are widely used in high voltage
equipment to easily fill a space needed to be insulated and
since they can be circulated easily, they can also be used to
dissipate any heat generated in the system. They exhibit, in
general, a satisfactory dielectric strength [1]. Their principal
disadvantage is that they can be easily contaminated. Of the
various insulating liquids, transformer oil is the most widely
used. Previous research has investigated the physics of the
breakdown mechanism in insulating liquids in detail [2-5].
Statistical investigations have also been conducted and various
statistical models have been proposed in [6, 7]. A special
subject of interest when working with insulating liquids is the
subject of bubbles, the presence of which may vastly increase
the probability of breakdown. It is the aim of the present paper
to approach the subject of bubbles in insulating liquids and to
try to give an overall picture of the work done. Needless to say
that the present review is incomplete in terms of investigating
the numerous factors affecting the dielectric strength of
insulating liquids, as it is only focused in the effect of bubbles.
II.

BUBBLES IN INSULATING LIQUIDS

The gas content of an insulating liquid is one of the most
important factors affecting the conduction and breakdown
processes. The gas can be traced either in solution or in
suspension in the form of bubbles. The dielectric strength of a
dielectric liquid is often no more than that of a gas at moderate
pressure (5 to 10 bar), even though the density of the former is
100 time greater [8]. Pohl studying the motion of suspensoids
in divergent electric fields, made the clear distinction between
dielectrophoresis (arising due to the tendency of conducting
particles to become polarized and move into regions of highest
field strength) and electrophoresis (arising from the
electrostatic attraction of charged electrodes for charged

particles) [9]. Years later, the same researcher gave
experimental evidence according to which the phenomenon of
dielectrophoresis becomes large and noticeable when large
suspensoids are subjected to non-uniform fields [10].
Considering the field strength inside a spherical bubble Kao
calculated the change in stored energy due to the presence of
the bubble in [11]. Then, assuming that a spherical bubble may
deform into a spheroidal shape, he calculated the change in
stored energy. The difference between these two illustrates the
energy for the bubble deformation. It is obvious that if this
difference is positive, a spherical bubble will elongate in the
direction of the field. However, despite his elaborate analysis,
Kao did not present any experimental data to support his
theoretical calculations. Later on, the same researcher
experimenting with air bubbles and water drops in transformer
oil and reached two interesting conclusions: (a) that gas
bubbles and liquid drops tend to elongate in the direction of the
applied field in a fluid dielectric, irrespective of whether the
permittivity of the bubble (or drop) is larger or smaller than
that of the surrounding liquid, and (b) that the greater the
difference in permittivity between the bubble (or drop) and the
liquid dielectric and the larger the original size of the bubble
(or drop), the smaller the electric field required to cause
elongation [12]. Although Kao’s work was criticized in [13]
because of his criteria for energy relations, the latter also
suggested that a gas bubble in a liquid, subjected to an electric
field between parallel plane electrodes, assumes the shape of a
prolate spheroid in the direction of the electric field, elongating
until a critical shape is reached when the bubble becomes
unstable. In a later publication, Kao proposed that near
breakdown there is only one filament in which the current
density is large enough to cause vaporization of the liquid and
consequently bubbles [14]. Experimental data presented in [13]
indicated that a conducting or a non-conducting bubble for
which its permittivity is 20 times larger than the permittivity of
the liquid, has a critical stable shape corresponding to a critical
value of the ratio of the major to the minor semi-axis of the
bubble. At low values of the above mentioned ratio, however,
elongation requires much higher fields, although not greater
than the required for breakdown in pure liquids.
In a work reminiscent of the research done by Pohl [9, 10],
Stuetzer performed studies by analyzing the flow of a bubblecontaining charged liquid in a rectangular channel, and drew
the conclusion that gas bubbles in charged regions of an
insulating liquid move away from high fields. They do not
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acquire a net charge of their own but they are moved by
electrical pressure gradients and polarization forces. The
bubble motion is determined by electrical pressure gradients,
superimposed on hydraulic pressure distribution and by
dielectrophoretic forces [15]. A somehow complete picture of
the behavior of a gas bubble in a liquid dielectric was given in
[8], where an approximate condition for bubble stability was
proposed, assuming that (a) a gas bubble has the shape of a
hollow prolate ellipsoid the major axis of which is parallel to
the applied electric field, (b) the field inside the bubble is
uniform and very nearly equal to the applied electrical field, (c)
the field outside (i.e. in the liquid) is nowhere larger than the
field inside the bubble and (d) the pressure in the gas bubble is
larger than the pressure in the liquid outside the stressed region.
Of the four main possible sequences (1-elongation/ignition/
instability/breakup, 2-no elongation/ignition/instability/breakup
3-no elongation/ignition/no instability, 4-elongation/without
ignition), Felici considered the sequences 3 and 4 rather rare. In
fact, after ignition, strong instability and breakup of the bubble
is likely to occur; very high field concentrations may develop
and cause intrinsic breakdown of the liquid phase. Gas bubble
behavior was also the subject of [16], where it was shown that
an electrically stressed bubble volume decreased by more than
an order of magnitude in the naphthenic mineral oil, by over
50% in the blend of a naphthenic and a paraffinic oil (NH-PH)
but it increased by 4 to 1 in the paraffinic mineral oil. Such
differences are possibly due to the gas-evolving properties of
the paraffinic mineral oil. In [16], it was also indicated that
various discharges related to an electrically stressed gas bubble
were observed ranging over a 10 to 1 magnitude. This is
because at times the whole bubble may discharge or just parts
of it. Obviously, the largest partial discharge magnitudes are
related to the complete bubble volume. The observations of
[16] were not at variance with those of [17], even though the
latter used a completely different experimental setup.

the gap. They proposed a model according to which the local
energy input equals the heat required to raise the temperature of
m grams of liquid from ambient temperature to the boiling
temperature and vaporize it. Such a model shows a strong
pressure dependence of the dielectric strength. The same
authors in a later publication, however, although supporting the
idea of a breakdown occurring in the gas phase, did not exclude
the possibility of an electronic multiplication process taking
place at elevated temperatures [25].

Going back to older research, it was indicated quite early
that bubbles are associated with the breakdown of insulating
liquids, with bubbles on the electrode surfaces having a most
important role [18]. In [18], it was pointed out that the main
effect of bubbles is to cause enhanced emission of electrons
from the underlying metal due to the local increase of the
electric field. Other researchers also associated the breakdown
mechanism with the development of gas bubbles in an
insulating liquid [19, 20]. Bubble breakdown in liquids was
also discussed in more recent publications, where it was
stressed that bubbles may be formed because of (i) gas pockets
on the surface of the electrodes, (ii) due to irregularities of
electrode surfaces, where point charge concentrations may lead
to corona discharge and thus vaporization of the liquid, (iii)
changes in pressure and temperature, and (iv) dissociation of
products by electron collisions giving rise to gaseous products
[21, 22]. Such ideas are intimately linked with earlier theories
about breakdown in insulating liquids, namely that in [23, 24]
which observed a strong dependence of the dielectric strength
on pressure. Since the dielectric strength increases with
pressure, they suggested that such pressure dependence
indicates that there is a change of phase (i.e. formation of a
bubble) during some step in the breakdown process. A bubble
may expand until it reaches a critical length or until it bridges

The effect of pressure on bubble behavior in insulating
liquids was early noticed in [34, 35], where it was pointed out
that the dependence of dielectric strength on hydrostatic
pressure implies that breakdown takes place in the gaseous
phase. Pressure effects disappear when the applied field rate of
voltage rise is greater than 4 MV/cm/μsec, indicating that the
bubble mechanism may not be operative beyond a certain value
of rate rise [36]. A combination of the reported theories
between [2] and [30-33] was tried in [37], where it was
proposed that although the initial stage of breakdown in
transformer oil is due to a gas bubble formed by vaporization
of liquid by local heating in a strong field region of the
electrode surface, during breakdown a plasma channel will be
formed with a high initial resistance. Such initial resistance
changes from a few ohms to a few hundreds milliohms due to
Joule heating caused by the arc current flowing through the arc
channel. Pressure effects on bubble were analyzed in [38],
where it was noted that a vapor bubble can be formed when a
liquid is subjected to a highly localized heat pulse that rapidly
raises the temperature of the liquid. The authors of [38]
proposed that an increase in hydrostatic pressure decreases the
maximum radius of a bubble by a certain factor derived from
the value of the pressure far away from the bubble. They also
remarked that there is no significant bubble expansion over 1
MPa. For slightly viscous liquids, the bigger the maximum
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The instability of a bubble can either result in the
continuous elongation of the bubble until it bridges the gap
between the electrodes or there may well be some sharp points
at the edges of the bubble which will result in its disintegration.
Such disintegration may also result in a total breakdown of the
liquid [26]. Bubble instability was studied in relation to
streamer development in [27], where it was shown that the
bubble can take different shapes, with the local electric field at
the liquid-bubble interface having very high values. The work
in [26, 27] is original in that it relates bubbles with streamer
development and it is reminiscent of earlier work reported in
[8, 13]. Relatively recently, some researchers proposed a
critical field value necessary to form a critical sized bubble
[28]. The bubble is formed at the tip of an electrode as soon as
the field is greater than this critical value [28]. Such an
approach helps in distinguishing between various insulating
oils regarding the respective critical bubble formation fields,
and consequently the respective dielectric strengths. The
observation made in [29] that in highly divergent fields,
breakdown is preceded by the formation of a region of very
low refractive index at the cathode seems to support the
thoughts in [28]. It has to be noted, however, that such a low
refractive index region was attributed by some to a gas phase
composed of microbubbles in the liquid [30-33] and by others
to a plasma raising the temperature of the liquid [2].
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bubble radius, the more violent is its collapse and,
consequently, the higher the pressure wave amplitude emitted
through the liquid and the higher the dissipated energy of the
bubble [39].
Viscosity is an important parameter in shaping the behavior
of a bubble, although it is not the only one. Moreover, as was
reported in [40], the prediction of the deformed bubble shape is
difficult since the stress distribution on its surface depends on
localized field distribution. This is a general conclusion applied
to gas bubbles, although the research in [40] was referring to a
different type of bubbles from those investigated here. Space
charge, developed on the bubble surface, is of crucial
importance determining the bubble behavior. The involvement
of multiple parameters in calculating the space charge as well
as the uncertainty of determining accurately the value of the
applied electric field makes the calculation of space charge
difficult [41]. In [42], some researchers attacked the problem of
bubbles from another viewpoint, namely that of the different
gases. They indicated that transformer oil having sulfur
hexafluoride instead of air gives higher breakdown values and
this disregarding chemical purity and humidity. This has to be
expected given the electronegativity of the sulfur hexafluoride.
In [43], it was indicated that a gas bubble may elongate and, in
case of very high local field, charge can be injected into the
liquid near the poles of the bubble. In case of a string of
bubbles in the liquid, a breakdown in one bubble may lead to
an increase of the field in the nearby bubbles, increasing thus
the probability of a total breakdown. Furthermore, instability in
a gas bubble is a pre-condition for possible paths for initiation
of streamers. The aforementioned work reminds of earlier
research regarding bubble behavior [8]. The string of bubbles
reminds also of similar phenomena in solid dielectrics, where a
partial discharge in an enclosed cavity may trigger partial
discharges in nearby cavities [44-46]. Such parallels between
liquid insulation and solid dielectrics [43-46] may point out to
some common ground among the breakdown (or prebreakdown) phenomena in liquid dielectrics and solid
insulating materials.
Besides pressure, temperature is also a factor to be
reckoned with when we refer to bubbles in insulating liquids.
An insulating liquid presents a reduced surface tension at
elevated temperatures. Consequently, a reduced surface tension
will result in a reduction of pressure inside the bubble. Thus,
the electric field needed for the ignition of a bubble at elevated
temperature will be less and initiation of breakdown may result
[47, 48]. Investigating composite (solid/liquid) insulating
systems at both ambient and elevated temperatures, it was
reported that a bubble –under some special circumstances–
may burst by a partial discharge and partially dissolve in the
liquid [48, 49]. This of course depends on the nature of the
insulating liquid [16, 48, 50, 51]. However, and despite the fact
that in some insulating liquids bubbles may disperse because of
the partial discharges, it is still unclear the sort of damage such
discharges may cause in the solid insulation. It must, however,
be noted that the temperature effect is a complex phenomenon
because of the possible changes in cathode emission, gas
content and liquid viscosity [52].
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As was pointed out in early papers [53], factors such as
pressure and temperature affect bubble behavior. Such effects
may differ depending on the use of AC or DC voltages and also
on whether the applied field is uniform or non-uniform. The
research reported in [53] is reminiscent of earlier research,
where it was suggested that with non-uniform field
configurations, the initiation of breakdown can be divided into
two parts: one including the formation of gas bubbles in the
liquid at the cathode and the other being an adequate
multiplication by a gaseous ionization in the bulk of the liquid
[54]. Relatively recent research [55] distinguished between the
mechanisms of Townsend and streamer in bubbles in liquids,
considering some limiting cases regarding bubble dimensions
and the minimum duration of applied field. The authors
admitted, however, that such mechanisms are expressions of a
more complex breakdown process phenomenon depending on
both the duration of the applied field and the diameter of the
bubble. The authors in [55] distinguish the aforementioned
mechanisms in liquids, whereas most of other researchers pay
attention mainly to the steamer mechanism [5, 56]. Bubble
conductivity as a factor was investigated in [57], where it was
shown that for non-conductive bubbles the instability takes
place with formation slender waist whereas with conductive
bubbles the instability takes place at the tips of the bubble.
The question of a bridge formed from bubbles in
transformer oil under non-uniform electric fields was discussed
in [58]. The authors showed that bridges can be formed from
bubbles and consequently facilitate the final failure of the
liquid. Paper [58] elucidates some aspects of the breakdown in
liquids and brings into the fore the question of the influence of
electrode configuration [59] as well that of the effect of the oil
flow velocity upon the breakdown strength [7, 52, 60, 61].
Despite the fact that oil flow velocity refers more to particle
removal from the liquid, [58] brings about a discussion as to
the removal of bubbles. The question of bubble bridges was the
subject of [62], where it was remarked that bubble bridges are
more likely to affect the breakdown voltage in uniform
electrode arrangements than in non-uniform electrode
arrangements. Similar observations, albeit in a different
context, were also made in [48, 50, 51].
III. THOUGHTS ABOUT FUTURE RESEARCH
It is evident from the above that a considerable amount of
work has been done on bubbles in insulating liquids during the
past decades. Models of bubble behavior have been proposed
as well as experimental data have been presented. There is an
intimate link between bubbles and liquid breakdown, although
bubbles are not the sole cause of liquid breakdown. Bubbles
play a vital role both in conventional insulating liquids and also
in liquids for superconducting applications [63-65]. Although
there are two main groups of theories put forward to explain
electrical breakdown in dielectric liquids (i.e. (a) those which
suggest that breakdown takes place in a gas or vapor phase
before complete collapse occurs, and (b) those which propose
an electron avalanche in the liquid which grows to a critical
size [23, 24, 4, 66 - 70]), it would be interesting if we can
explore the possibility of the two groups of theories to be
intimately linked. In the past, significant amount of research
has been performed on mineral oils with additives [71]. In [71],
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it was remarked that bubbles formed at lower stresses in a gassaturated liquid are likely to be expelled from the high field
regions before the right conditions for a gaseous discharge
arise. It would be highly interesting if further work can be done
in this direction regarding bubbles, additives and –the recent
trend of research– vegetable oils [72].
Strings of bubbles have been researched in [43, 73] and a
possible parallel was drawn above between this research and
work done in solid dielectrics [44-46]. It would be challenging
to see whether such micro-bubble interaction and behavior is
also valid for vegetable oils. Liquid flow and its effect upon the
dissolution of bubbles is a subject needing further work. It is
already known that circulating an insulating liquid offers higher
breakdown strength than a stationary oil [7, 30, 60]. It is,
however, questionable whether such a liquid flow effect is due
simply to the liquid flow velocity or whether other parameters,
such as liquid viscosity, liquid density and surface tension play
an equally important role. It was also observed that the
breakdown strength of a liquid cannot be raised indefinitely by
increasing the liquid flow velocity because of turbulent flow
and, consequently, cavitation [60, 74]. Liquid flow velocity and
the upper limits of it, as well as the aforementioned proposals,
can be researched in the future, especially with regards to the
advent of nanofluids [75].
IV.

CONCLUSIONS

In the context of the present paper, some aspects of bubbles
in insulating liquids were studied. This short review traces
some important research with regard to insulating fluids back
in the thirties of the last century. It points out that some
problems regarding bubbles and their deteriorating role for
liquid insulation stay with us even nowadays. Bubble behavior
depends on bubble shape, liquid permittivity, liquid viscosity,
liquid density, applied electric field and localized electric field,
among others. Although significant steps were taken in
elucidating various aspects of bubble behavior in conventional
insulating liquids, a lot remains to be done with the advent of a
new class of liquids, such as the nanofluids.
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